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Abstract

The objective of this work is to develop basic data for examination on efficiency of preventive
maintenance and actuation test from the standpoint of failure probability. This work consists of a
statistical trend analysis of valve failure probability in a failure-to-open/close mode on time since
installation and time since last open/close action, based on the field data of operating- and failure-
experience .

In this work, the terms both dependent and independent on time were considered in the failure
probability. The linear aging model was modified and applied to the first term. In this model there are
two terms with both failure rates in proportion to time since installation and to time since last
open/close-demand.

Because of sufficient statistical population, motor-operated valves (MOVs) in sodium system were
selected to be analyzed from the CORDS database which contains operating data and failure data of
components in the fast reactors and sodium test facilities. According to these data, the functional
parameters were statistically estimated to quantify the valve failure probability in a failure-to-open/close
mode, with consideration of uncertainty.

As a result of the analysis with both applicable range of the used data and statistical uncertainty
considered, the following conclusions were derived.

(1) Probability of failure to open/close on MOV in sodium system can be almost expressed with "the
constant failure rate model" where the failure probability is derived from the failure rate under
assumption of the Poisson distribution. The constant failure rate model has been broadly used.

(2) However attention should be paid to the fact that the constant failure rate model can not be applied
under the limited following condition: both when 95% value is applied as an upper limit of
uncertainty to the term independent from time among the above functional parameters and when
time since last open/close action is shorter than one month. Under this condition, the failure
probability is not proportion to time, and as time since last open/close action becomes shorter, the
failure probability asymptotically approaches a constant value.

(3) According to detailed analysis of the MOVs in sodium system within 15 years since installation, the
failure probability with the same time since installation increases nearly in proportion to time since
last open/close action, but slightly non-linearly around one year of time since last action. In
addition, where the time since last open/close action is between one month and one year, the
failure-to-open/close probability increases with time since installation. However even if we take it
into account thus fine trend, the failure probability stays within the uncertainty range of "the
constant failure rate model" mentioned above.

It is the first and valuable research product to have verified these quantitative trends of the sodium
MOV based on the field data.
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